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What Does It Mean to Write an “Analysis?” 

We now turn our attention to writing assignments and that confusing word “analyze.” 

Your first job when you get a writing assignment is to figure out what the professor expects. The 

assignment may be explicit in its expectations, but often built into the wording of the most 

defined writing assignments are implicit expectations that you might not recognize. First, we can 

say that unless your professor specifically asks you to summarize, you won’t write a summary. 

Let me say that again: don't write a summary unless directly asked to. But what, then, does the 

professor want?  

We have already picked out a few of these expectations: You can count on the instructor 

expecting you to read closely, research adequately, and write an argument where you will 

demonstrate your ability to apply and use important concepts you have been studying. But the 

writing task also implies that your essay will be the result of an analysis. At times, the writing 

assignment may even explicitly say to write an analysis, but often this element of the task 

remains unstated.  

So what does it mean to analyze? One way to think of an analysis is that it asks you to 

seek How and Why questions much more than What questions. An analysis involves doing three 

things: 

1. Engage in an open inquiry where the answer is not known at first (and where you 

leave yourself open to multiple suggestions) 

2. Identify meaningful parts of the subject 

3. Examine these separate parts and determine how they relate to each other 

An analysis breaks a subject apart to study it closely, and from this inspection, ideas for writing 

emerge. When writing assignments call on you to analyze, they require you to identify the parts 

of the subject (parts of an ad, parts of a short story, parts of Hamlet’s character), and then show 

how these parts fit or don’t fit together to create some larger effect or meaning. Your 

interpretation of how these parts fit together constitutes your claim or thesis, and the task of your 

essay is then to present an argument defending your interpretation as a valid or plausible one to 

make.  
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My biggest bit of advice about analysis is not to do it all in your head. Analysis works 

best when you put all the cards on the table, so to speak. Identify and isolate the parts of your 

analysis, and record important features and characteristics of each one. As patterns emerge, you 

sort and connect these parts in meaningful ways. For me, I have always had to do this recording 

and thinking on scratch pieces of paper. Just as critical reading forms a crucial element of the 

literacy task of a college writing assignment, so too does this analysis process. It's built in. 

 


